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REF: DRO1703 
 

 

A Builders Store and Yard together with a valuable block of land situated on 

P a l s t o n e  L a n e.  
 

SOUTH BRENT 
 

 
 

On the outskirts of South Brent with frontage to the B3372 and to Palstone Lane. 
 

Offers Invited in Excess of £175,000 
 

Contact Totnes Commercial Department: 

Rendells, 57 Fore Street, Totnes, Devon. TQ9 5NL 

Tel: (01803) 863888 Fax (01803) 863310 Email: totnescommercial@rendells.co.uk 

www.rendells.co.uk 

mailto:totnescommercial@rendells.co.uk
http://www.rendells.co.uk/
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SITUATION 

The land lies to the East of South Brent centre within an easy distance of the amenities of this very 

popular Town with its local shops and schools.  The B3372 Exeter Road links to the main dual 

carriageway (A38) at Marley Head to the North East or to the South West on the turnoff junction to 

Avonwick. 

 

THE LAND    (H.M. Land Registry Title Number DN164044) 

The Land identified on the Ordnance Survey map as OS4800 is a permanent pasture field extending to 

2.36 acres.   

 

Triangular in shape it offers 136 meter frontage to the B3372 (old main road) and approximately 120 

meter frontage to Palstone Lane with the two roads making up two sides of this triangular shaped block 

of land.  To the South, the Land borders onto the old railway line which is now removed and 

landscaped.  To the East of the field on the opposite side of Palstone Lane is the original Palstone Farm 

which has been developed with further development to the south and proposals being proposed.   

 

The Land has a gentle slope rising off Palstone Lane and offers a gated entrance from Palstone Lane into 

a driveway leading along the eastern boundary to a building situated in the South East corner.   

 

The Buildings, enclosed within a yard area, and constructed in timber, with sheeted sides and roof and    

are being used as a Building Contractor’s Store and Yard.   

 

The buildings comprise:- 

Building 1 18m x 5m with Vehicular and Personnel doors, two mezzanine storage areas, power and 

lighting. 

 

Store Building 2 (Lean-to to west of Building) 1 3m x 4.5m. 

 

Building 3 (adjoining building 1), Garage Implement Store 5m x 4.3m. 

 

Parking for several vehicles within the lockable yard with further parking along the drive. 

 

REPORTS CARRIED OUT ON THE LAND  

During 2017 a third party did consider a planning proposal on this land and although no application was 

submitted, the site did have a Levels Survey and a copy of this plan is available for inspection.  Also 

undertaken was an Environmental Survey but this may need to be revisited to be acceptable to any 

local planning office should you wish to pursue any planning in the future. 

 

TENURE 

Freehold with vacant possession. 

 

GENERAL REMARKS 

The Land lies within an area which, when inspected on plan, seems to be very much an infill area 

between residential uses.  However, there is no benefit of planning consent for the development of this 

Land at the present time although some plans were prepared indicating 21 properties on the land but no 

application was lodged with the Local Authority. 

 

VIEWINGS 

By telephone appointment through Rendells Estate Agents, Tel: 01803 863888. 
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Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading Regulations 2008 
1) These particulars are set out for the interested parties and purchasers as a guideline only. They are intended to give a fair 

description but not to constitute an offer or contract.  

2) All descriptions, dimensions, distances, orientations and other statements/facts are given in good faith but should not be 

relied upon as being a statement or representation of facts.  

3) Nothing in these particulars shall be deemed to be a statement that the property is in good condition or otherwise nor that 

any services are in good working order. The agent has not tested any apparatus, equipment, fixtures and fittings or services 

and so cannot verify that they are in working order or fit for their purpose. Interested applicants are advised to make their 

own enquiries and investigations before finalising their offer to purchase.  

4) The photographs appearing in these sales brochures show only certain parts and aspects of the property at the time the 

photographs were taken. Aspects may have been changed since the photographs were taken and it should not be assumed that 

the property remains precisely as displayed in the photographs. Items shown in photographs are not included unless 

specifically mentioned within the sales particulars. They may however be available by separate negotiation.  

5) Any area measurements or distances referred to herein are approximate only.  

6) Where there is reference in these particulars to the fact that alterations have been carried out, or that a particular use is 

made of any part of the property, this is not intended to be a statement that any necessary planning, building regulations or 

other consents have been obtained and these matters must be verified by any intending purchaser.  

7) Descriptions of a property are inevitably subjective and the descriptions contained herein are used in good faith as an 

opinion and not by way of statement of fact. If there are any points of particular importance that need clarifying before 

viewing please do not hesitate to contact this office.  

8) References to the tenure of a property are based on information supplied by the seller. The agent has not had sight of the 

title documents. A buyer is advised to obtain verification from a solicitor and before finalising their offer should make their 

own enquiries and investigations. Buyers should check the availability of any property and make an appointment to view 

before embarking on any journey to see a property. 


